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MS. WILCH APOLOGIZES TO GAYS 
In the last issue of G.P.U, authorship. Ms. Wilch gave public 4 ment. 1 was not aware that the 

NEWS in an article on the events Statements regretting her hasty speech would imply that homosex- 
at the Democratic convention we Speech and on July 13 gave the a1. are child molesters. CHILD 
reported that Ms. Kathy Wilch, a following written statement to the MOLESTATION IS LARGELY A 

McGovern delegate from Ohio de- Press. The media as usual, for J etaogexyaL, NOT HOMO- 
livered a strongly worded speech the most part ignored the retraction. SEXUAL PROBLEM. 

in opposition to the proposed gay We new BISRent) ene iatemaniagl | heartily apologize to all mem- rights plank, minority report #8. It Ms. Wilch in full: bers of the Gay Liberation Move- 
seemed plain at the time that Ms. Thursday, July 13, 1972 ment for any other implications 
Wilch had not prepared her own On Tuesday night, | presented a which were derived from my speech 

speech Dut was-only delivering: It: |. speech) to) ine; Democratic Natlonal a. wholeheartedly support the right of at the request of people on the Convention opposing Minority Re- all individuals to privacy, and 

McGovern staff. Cnet te aie eae. amelie In all aceee without regard In the furor that followed the | This speech was prepared for me Saal ientailon 
speech, at least three state delega- by a lawyer on the staff of the Plat- will ye Allin TVA power IO 
tions” (New" York, | California, and ea ae fe ae aiae urge Senator McGovern to publicly New Jersey) passed resolutions member. . 

‘condemning Ms. Welch forher speech | opposed the plank for reasons a Rep aaa a Fhe sigs 
and reaffirming support for the of political expediency. The anal- rg publicly reaffirm his. support for 
minority report. In addition, various | ogies | drew in the speech were Ga salted Ata 
gay organizations also demanded aimed to show the possible rami- Y ae Kathleen A. Wilch 
a public retraction and statement of fications of the plank as a political : 

DNIIPE ve PAYS: CRISIS IN TINNERSTANDING (Part 1) Following the successful ex- POLICE vs GAYS: CRISIS IN UNDERSTANDING (Part 1) J __ Following the, successful ox 
On Wednesday, August 9, three This word was sprinkled liberally Group in New York City, GPU will 

members of Gay Peoples Union, throughout both interviews referred hold 2 special discussions ses- 
armed with a tape recorder, kept to above. Perversion is defined as sions each month in place of the 
an appointment with Kenneth A. “a turning away from the true pur- general meetings. These sessions 

Bowen, Community Relations Spe- pose . . . corruption.” One can J witt be on topics of special inter- 
cialist for the Milwaukee Fire and only wonder, considering the true J oct to all gay women and men, and 
Police Commission. This inter- meaning of the word, if perhaps 9 wit! be led by qualified members 
view was followed immediately by the most prominent example of per- ff of GPU. These discussions will 
an interview with Captain John W. version in this country today is } ajternate with guest speakers, 
Davis who heads the vice squad. the widespread misuse of police | special activities and general 
Captain Davis would not allow the power. business meetings. 
tape recorder to be used during his | am sure that most people SEPTEMBER 4th Labor Day — no 
interview, but accurate notes were would agree that the true purpose meeting 

taken. of the police is to maintain order | SEPTEMBER 11th Mr. Ed McMann- 
With this issue, G.P.U. NEWS while preserving the rights of all J js, President, Wisconsin Civil 

begins a series of articles based citizens. This must be done with- |} | jberties Union, guest speaker, 
on these interviews because we out regard for such individual char- J East Side Community Center, 
feel that it is important that the acteristics as race, sex, age, or 8:00 p.m. 
gay community understand police sexual orientation. Each citizen # SEPTEMBER 18th “Gay Marriage- 
Policies towards gays in Milwau- must be treated with equal respect, |} Success or Failure?” topic dis- 
kee. Hopefully, the police depart- with no more force or interference [| cussion led by a GPU couple mar- 
ment will also see the importance than the individual situation war- ried for 6 years. 
Of opening communications with rants. Any deviation from that | SEPTEMBER 25th Pot Luck Smor- 
the gay community. policy is a perversion of police gasbord, 7:00 p.m., East Side Com- 

CU power. munity Center, 911 E. Ogden Ave. 
Gays are often called perverts, | am not saying that all police || Meeting at 8:00 p.m. 

among other things, by the police. (Continued on Page 14
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With this issue, G.P.U. NEWS support our advertisers and to tell a; a 

completes its first full year of — them why. a; Gury h_L = 
publication. If you still have some It is our policy not to sell the Lie i i a a a 
of our rather crude early issues, Paper, but simply to ask for a con- | Aire ela alee 
(we were So proud of them) hang on tribution for each copy. Most of The G.P.U, NEWS staff reserves the 
to them. . .they might become Milwaukee’s gay bars have copies | right to select and edit all letters. Please 
collectors items. on display and a donation can keep letters brief and to the point. Names 

From the very beginning G.P.U. available. will not be used unless requested: Address 
NEWS has made every effort to bring And now — a few words about | all letters to: G.P.U. NEWS, c/o GPU, 
you a publication that you can be oe ea Or ee P.O. Box 90530, Milwaukee, Wis. 53202. 

re oe eee NS cpr eon ae | eae tL 
timely, and well written. As a Class, sealed, $5.00 first class, | | have just returned from summer 
member of the staff quipped, “We Sealed) Some readers have worried, | School and found the two copies of 
don’t mind being called “queens”, unnecessarily, about receiving Homosexual Behaviour Among 
but “dumb queens” — Never!” G.P.U. NEWS in the mail. To calm Males” that you were instrumental 

In addition to local and national Your fears may we tell you that it is | in obtaining for our library. 
news of interest to gays, we try to mailed in a plain, heavy manila This is to acknowledge their include articles containing the envelope, sealed, with only the reception and to thank you for them. 
liberated viewpoint; and we also P. ©. Box number as a return | | do not have the authority to feature articles, art, and poems address. Our subscription list is pass” on any reading material 
that show the heritage of our gay "ever given out or sold. It is not | except the books which | receive 
culture. It is amazing how straight even available to our parent or- | for general distribution in our 
society has distorted the lives and ganization, Gay Peoples Union. | library. Therefore, | could not works of famous people who happen- S0 — as the Advocate has said in | render any decision on G.P.U. 
ed to be homosexual. It is also ts subscription advertisements — | NEWS. 
amazing how few gay people are “Subscribe — Damnit!!” lf, in the future, you can obtain 
aware of our heritage. We agree We begin our second year of | books on varying aspects and 
with Dennis Altman, who in his Publication next month with the views on homosexual behavior, for 
“Homosexual Oppression and Lib- Promise to our readers that we will | our library, | will gladly accept 

aa inl Pasay enema | ti secrete, 
extraneous fact, as some critics, ideas please drop us a line. Sherman Van Drisse, Librarian 
remarkably squeamish about sex, JHE GUBCICATION COMMITTEE Vee would like us to believe, but rather i 
as iat ee the eid insists on i i Editors note: Permission to send G.P.U. 

an G.P.U. NEWS is published by NEWS free to any prisoner who so requests 
Peaueny Neluese nals: 0 ne the GAY PEOPLES UNION of Mil- has been granted by the State of Wisconsin 
tegral part of his/her perception of waukee, P.O. Box 90530, Milwaukee Department of Health & Social Services. 

the world.” : i Ong : See FEEDBACK column August issue. We don’t h tol tell that Wisconsin 53202. 

Chane ie’ cumere a eu. ne All material in the paper is orig- Dear G.P.U., 
the publication and distribution of inal and is not copyrighted. If you | understand that you people are 
G.P.U. NEWS represents the volun- Puich to reproduce any part of this helping people in the gay life and teer efforts of many people and we paper, please note G.P.U. NEWS as that’s a very beautiful thing to do. 
are not going to single out any the® source! Keep up the good work. 

individual for praise. There is a If you wish to place-an ad in fu- | am a novice female impersona- 
great feeling of satisfaction felt fiure issues, write to us at the above tor or transvestite that needs a 
by every person who has contributed Jagdress for rates and information. friend badly. Would like to commu- 
time and effort. If you would like J \¢ you want counseling about a nicate with a T.V. for understand- 
to help, just let us know. We are homosexual problem or would like ing of what | am doing. If anyone 
waiting for you to come forward. to have a speaker on the subject can give me advice, please have 

Although G.P.U. NEWS is a non- fio, your group, contact us at the them get in touch with me. 
profit publication, it does cost a above address. 
considerable amount of money to Thank you, Love and Peace 

publish. We would, therefore, like Yours in Liberation, Editors note: Knowledgable people will be 
to take this Opportunity to thank our THE PUBLICATION COMMITTEE in touch shortly with the writer of this 

advertisers, without whom we could letter. 
not publish. We urge our readers to : Continued on page 7
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THE LEATHERMAN’S HANDBOOK back cover. Could it be, Sir, that is placed in a position of exalta- 
by Larry Townsend, paperback, You are pulling our leg even with tion so as to make it seem unat- 

The Other Traveler Series, The the title? The “Handbook” is ob- tainable and not much fun in any 

Olympia Press, Inc., New York, viously intended to be read with case. i, Sir, resent Your recruit- 
1972 one hand. ment of new Ms when there are 

Mr. Townsend, Sir, i've always too many of us already. How You 

Dear Master of Masters, Mr. Town- admired You for Your work with can preach masochism and gay 

send, Sir: H.E.L.P. (Homophile Effort for liberation at the same time beats 

It disappointed me that Your Legal Protection) and Your fine me. (no pun intended) 
All Man Picture, Sir, was not on articles objectively viewing the i’ll gloss over the fact that You 

the cover of Your soap opera opus _— gay liberation movement that have gloss over the dangers of S & M 
“The Leatherman’s Handbook”. appeared in print. i’ve even en- with less than 8 pages; the short- 
Since, as You say, You've bared joyed Your previous excursions in- est chapter in Your book. These 

“Your Soul, as well as Your Ass to leather fantasy such as “Run, DANGERS can be very real and 
and other parts of Your Anatomy” Little Leather Boy”, but this book, You know that all is not always 
in the “Handbook”, why not let Sir, comes as a low blow. (no pun fantasy and fun as You imply. 

Your readers see Your All Man intended) At the risk of being dismissed 
Face? Could it be because You While purporting to be a hand- as a bit of “bitchy fluff”, i have to 
couldn’t keep a straight (no pun book for the experienced, Your comment on Your literary chapter. 
intended) face at the thought that book offers absolutely no insight Sir, are You joshing us again by 
some of Your readers might take to. the Leatherman who is search- raving about “The Dog Fiend or 
You seriously? ing for a- better understanding of Snarlyyou” by Captain Frederick 

Having ruined my original copy ' his sexual appetite. Furthermore, Marryat? (Note to Your publisher: 
by drooling all over each of the the whole book is an effort at re- Marryat has two r’s.) i happen to 
319 turgid pages, i’ve sent my cruitment of the inexperienced with own a copy of the Dana Estes 
junior M out to purchase another. encouragement offered in almost (publisher again note: no hyphen) 
After all, the “Handbook” is the every chapter for the novice to go edition, half bound in leather 
“only definitive exploration of the ahead and try these sexual prac~- (WOW!!) with turquoise hand mar- 

gay S & M leather scene ever writ- tices. The role of the M is partic- bled end papers. It is Your priv- 

ten” to quote from the blurb on the ularly glorified and that of the S ilege to place Marryat above Dana 

@ Independent and escorted 

Individuals, families, groups 

Recognized, insured, bonded 

Major credit cards accepted 

No service charge 

Member, World Association of Travel Agencies 

® 

Downtown Northshore Southridge Northridge 
273-4253 962-8860 421-5620 

775 N. Jefferson St. 130 W. Silver Spring Dr. 5300 S. 76th St. 7700 W. Brown Deer Rd. 

Milwaukee 53202 Whitefish Bay 53217 Greendale 53129 Milwaukee 53223
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or Melville as a writer, but almost ped for it, but i’d like to give you 

no modern critic would agree. In- a kiss. LIVE MUSIC 

deed, even Marryat’s contemporar- Signed 
ies such as Carlyle and Edgar SNOWBALL : ENTERTAINYENT 
Allen Poe had harsh words for SES GED SED 

him. That old sadist Poe said of 
him: “Marryat’s ideas were essen- a YG ue iy EVERY FRIDAY & 
tially mediocre and the common 2 
property of the mob.” Far from HemOsualty SATURDAY NIGHT 

being a novel involved with “flog- 
ging and sado-masochism on the in the e la DURING SEPTEMBER 

high seas”, “Dog Fiend”, while it *Lancaster New Era(July 19, 1972) 

does have one very brief flogging pg. 13, Article: “Pennsylvania BY 

scene, deals with Jacobean smug- State University Committee Dead- 
gling and intrigue on the English | locked on Hiring Homosexual as "THE SUSPICISONS” 

Channel. The Channel is hardly Teacher” 
the “high seas” and Captain Mar- | *Racine Journal-Times (July 27, SONGS 
ryat was really trying to be funny. 1972) Article: “Johnny Cash, Ex- 

The book is high camp and the Convicts Urge OK of Penal Re- BY 

smugglers wind up fighting their form” 

only battle in drag! Really! You *New York Times, Book Section DAVID 
should check these little things or (July 30, 1972) Review: “Straight” 

were You too busy identifying with A Heterosexual Talks About His NO COVER CHARGE 

the character called Peter Small- Homosexual Past, by William 

bones? Aaron 
my junior M has just returned *Time (August 21, 1972) pp. 34-40, 

with another copy of the “Hand- Article: “Teen Age Sex, Letting 

book” and i really have to break The Pendulum Swing” 
this off (no pun) in order to reward *Milwaukee Journal (August 19, 

him with a golden shower. When 1972) pg. 5, Article: “Ex-Bishop 

we meet i might get my ass whup- Backs Homosexual Minister” _ : 
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FEEDBACK WE'LL STITCA p> 
Dear we e CODDLE 

| am writing this letter as a REOPAOL STER 
means of saying “thank you” to AND WSs fr 

your paper and to all of the won- Pens i 
derful gay people | met when | was REJOVENATE ey “i 

visiting Milwaukee in May. TA EM g Oke 
Yes, we are legal over here in | anny” 

England, but not accepted. We And Youll Have Them To Love | i 
still get the “wolf whistle” if we hor Another 20 bars | 
ey to be just a her th camp. oe 

rag shows are plentiful in the PICK-UP AND DELIVERY CUSTOM 

pubs here; it is a “Laugh-In” for SHOP-AT-HOME SERVICE i TAILORING IN LEATHER 
the normals. AVAILABLE + FREE ESTIMATES + ANDREPAIRS 

One of the nicest taverns | 
visited in Milwaukee was “Your ” er 

Place”. Jerry and Jim are two nice KEEP IT TOGETHER OPAOL S T E RY 
guys and | am honoured to count 
hem adferatiny tnlende’ 933-8030 753 No. 27th ST. 

| shall be returning to Milwaukee 

in the fall and’ would like to make 
arrangements for you to forward oa 

G.P.U. NEWS to me here in Eng- STEAK PLATE ~#895 _—, N 
ea ) 

Thank you again for all the FODD SER DATALLTIME b ‘ 
news | have received through your " 

G.P.U. NEWS. ‘WHERE 9) ib <eFUN: 
a 

Sincerely, Ag SS 

Bob Ashkettle WE SY °273-9730" 
London, W.C.1., England ‘ (otis EAST WELLS ST. 

ARE YOU REALLY YOUR BEST AY) x PAK ; ; 
FRIEND’S WORST ENEMY? BE wo mee me F a vy) SURE TO HAVE A REGULAR V.D. is MON. TRU FRI. Sea- Zags 
CHECK-UP. CONTACT THE MIL- [HOURS: < SATURDAY - 2 eu. = 3300m 
WAUKEE CITY V.D. CLINIC AT SUNDAY=" 2am. - Zam 
278-3631 OR VISIT 841 N. BROAD- SN 
NAY. SHOW THAT YOU CARE! 

Wilwaubses Party Bar eal See 
Serre lh on a i : af 

THE | 

CCE 1s | G Pv. | Q drug Yarbore for Youwe Cryoyno, ore 
CRUISE DOWN TO) ¢tSCUNW SECAL/ 962 -S611 
157 S.FIRST ST. ? ¢ GAM 22CZOSMNG- * 

PHONE 273-9016 } « 7APREER ODE J oned
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¥ When, in disgrace with fortune and men’s eyes, Let me confess that we two must be twain, MI 

Ui I all alone beweep my outcast state, Although our undivided loves are one: f 

y And trouble deaf heaven with my bootless cries, So shall those blots that do with me remain, ff 

i And look upon myself, and curse my fate, Without thy help, by me be borne alone. H 

i Wishing me like to one more rich in hope, In our two loves there is but one respect, T 

q Featured like him, like him with friends possest, Though in our lives a separable spite, i 

¥ Desiring this man’s art, and that man’s scope, Which though it alter not love’s sole effect, st 
i With what I most enjoy contented least; Yet doth it steal sweet hours from love’s delight. A 

i Yet in these thoughts myself almost despising, I may not evermore acknowledge thee, i] 

t Happly I think on thee,—and then my state, Lest my bewailed guilt should do thee shame; st 

ii Like to the lark at break of day arising Nor thou with public kindness honour me, ql 
0 From sullen earth, sings hymns at heaven’s gate; Unless thou take that honour from thy name. fT 

f For thy sweet love remember’d such wealth brings, But do not so; I love thee in such sort, i 

i That then I scorn to change my state with kings. As, thou being mine, mine is thy good report. Hl 
i B 
p D 
v py SS SS 

’ 
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SSS “Boys In The Band” and “The Fox” weren’t a campus group. Most of 
SSS G.P.U. NEWS: What have been the posters on campus are illegal 
= @ === some of your high points? and they’re just singling out Billie 

== ro I Ce= Adams: “Our first big success was _B. Shears. 
SS “Blood of a Poet” by Jean Cocteau G.P.U. NEWS: What seems to be 

SSS and “An Illusioned Dog” by Louis _ the problem? 
Bunel and Salvidor Dali.” “Per- Adams: “I think we’re just too 

By. Michael Mitchell formance”, “Night of the Living competitive with U.W.M. activities. 

Bob Adams was born in Madison, Dead”, “Satryricon” and “Yellow I'm hardly able to make a living, 

and lived in Platteville for 8 years Submarine” were also big. I’ve but they seem to think we’re mak- 
before coming to Milwaukee 4 never made more than $400.00 ina ing a whole lot of money. We are 

years ago. Adams, 20, is the head month and some months | haven't building a better reputation and 

of the Billie B. Shears Film So- seen a penny. My partner and | now have a regular core of people 

ciety which runs full length motion live on what we make. | think who come to see our films. We 

pictures at the East Side Commu- Fellini’s films are very gay. in also have a projection booth and a 

nity Center. Billie B. Shears was their themes.” giant speaker. If we were banned 

started in the fall of 1970 by Jim G.P.U. NEWS: What are your per- from using the campus for putting 

Sorcic at the Blood Factory, later sonal goals in Billie B. Shears? posters up, we'd fold.” 

called Grand Faloon, but was Adams: “| think | like being self G.P.U. NEWS: You’re also having 

closed by the police for building employed, not having a boss. I'm other problems, aren’t you? 
code violations. It was then taken planning on going to San Francisco Adams: “The East Side Mothers 

over by Leroy Burt in the spring of in February and maybe get into (East Side Residents Committee - 
1971, showing mostly underground films out there. Billie B. Shears Ed. note) are pressuring the police 

films which weren’t well received has been kind of a background to tear our posters down. As soon 
except for Andy Warhol’s works. job. If | could get a projectionist as we put them up, the police tear 
Burt moved his equipment to the license, | could get a job in just them down. I'd be satisfied if the 

East Side Community Center, but about any city in the country, but city would put up kiosks (public 
was still unsuccessful despite that’s pretty hard.” bulletin boards) where everyone 
films such as “Nude Restaurant” G.P.U. NEWS: What will happen to could post notices. | just can’t 
and he abandoned the project in the Society if you leave? understand how they can get so up 

July of 1971. Adams: “|’m sure my partner won’t tight about our little posters and 
Oe ee have any trouble finding someone leave these giant billboards un- 

G.P.U. NEWS: How did you come to take my place.” challenged.” 
to be involved in Billie B. Shears? G.P.U. NEWS; Have you ever made G.P.U. NEWS: How can you fight 

Adams: “| just inherited it after any films of your own? this kind of oppression? 

Leroy Burt left for New York. | Adams: “| use to have an 8 mm. Adams: “The Bugle American is 

started with the equipment he left camera and | did about 20-30 short also doing an article on Billie B. 
and switched to art films and com- studies which ran about 3 to 5 Shears and all we can hope to do 

mercial art films. We showed our minutes, but none of them were is get as much publicity as possi- 
first film on August 12 which was with actors. The best one | ever ble out of this mess. We’re strong- 

“Gold Diggers of ‘35”. We lost did, was a study of old men in er than ever, but we’ve never been 

money on our first five films, Juneau Park. I’ve never shown under so much pressure. | think 
money | earned from working at the any of them in public and haven’t we’ll overcome it and go on to new 

Downer Theatre.” made a film since my camera was _— Successes.” 
G.P.U. NEWS: Where does the name stolen.” EEE EEEEEE555 

Billie B. Shears come from? G.P.U. NEWS: | understand that 
Adams: “It’s from the Beetles Billie B. Shears has been hassled BILLY B. SHEARS FILM SOCIETY 
“Sargent Pepper” album and their and under some pressure lately. SEPTEMBER SCHEDULE 
movie “Yellow Submarine”.” Adams: “We were very dependent August 31, September 1-2 

G.P.U. NEWS: What kind of films on the university students to make “The Fox” 
are you showing now? Billie B. Shears successful and September 8-9 
Adams: “|. usually show films by U.W.M. is starting to hassle us. “Fearless Vampire Killers” 
famous directors and sometimes First they sent one of the film dis- September 15-16 
just one | like. | tried to get films tributors a copy of our ad in the Stanley Kubrick’s “Paths of 
that would be of particular interest Bugle American hoping that they’d Glory” 

to gay men and women but they et us in trouble for rental viola- 
bombed, eo: | RANGE Bottiies that lone. ‘Tthat.s tound:out trom the ee: aie aia 
were more commercial.” distributor himself. Then | gota go MP aee cate 
G.P.U. NEWS: What do you mean phone call from the Assistant Di- eptember el 26,29, 80 
by commercial? rector of the Student Union and Johnny Got His Gun 
Adams: “Films that would also was told we couldn’t put our post- SEEEEEEEEE55 
appeal to straights, something like ers up in the Union because we
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this thing called LOVE i i 9 eee @ 
Traditionally it has been difficult with society at large. What many for strong but temporary relation- 

for members of the gay subculture gay people are trying to change now ships. In essence it may be said 
to establish their image as being are the old group attitudes which that, for these individuals, the 
capable of having deep and lasting hinder personal relationships and tendency seems to be an escape into 
love relationships in their lives. which are still very much a part of group life. 

The prevailing attitudes of American gay society today. A healthy love Since sex has always been so 
and European societies has been relationship is only possible for openly and readily accepted in the 
one factor leading to this picture of individuals who really understand gay world, it becomes a painful and 
gays and the enforced prejudices of gay life without allowing it to hinder notable cause of guilt in personal 

our laws has been another. Much _ their real human needs. love relationships. A personal love 
has been said about the many years Psychiatrists have found that relationship may become a challenge 

of backwardness which have made the tendency to withdraw from close to group life, and thus a challenge 
the terms Love and Lover come to personal relationships is a pattern to the security which many gays 
mean merely transient sexual re- which has become almost universal derive from group life. As a result, 
lationships in our culture. With the among homosexuals. It is a pattern many homosexuals seem to have 
new moves toward open sexuality formed by an early sense of guilt gone beyond the need for personal 
and the slow but gradual recognition _ instilled by traditional society and love. In its place are the series of 
of personal freedoms for all minor- the avoidance of personal committ- extremely strong, but short-lived 
ities, gay people are re-examining ment has thus become a form of relationships of the gay world. It 
their own attitudes and are now — self-punishment. When relationships would seem that love, comfort, 

attempting to define love in terms become strong or demanding, there security, and companionship between 
of its real significance ina modern seems to be a need to end them. two people are things with which 

populated world. Many individuals find themselves many group-oriented homosexuals 
There are many reasons why love going through life without ever are unable to cope. 

is difficult for two people of the finding any real love. Instead, they This unaerlying element is re- 
same sex, the majority of which seem to rely on the pattern of bars, flected in almost all of the major 
are personal and have nothing to do _— restaurants, restrooms and parties (Continued on Page 16 
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a ing true to it and perhaps losing they know, appreciate, love, un- 

WwW her children asa result. Ironically derstand, and express their diver- 
00 evie she may lose her children to a fa- sity and individuality.” 

: f aN ther awarded custody simply on LESBIAN/WOMAN is History; 
in Be Wey his claim to heterosexuality. is Now! Read and enjoy. 
eum VE" The myths concerning lesbian- Gayle Patrick 

——— Nn ae ism are deftly put to rest by the 
Ss authors as they tell their story and ENDING 

LESBIAN/WOMAN by Del Martin stories of countless sisters. Ban- ; : ; a and Phyllis Lyon, Glide Publica- ished are the myths of lesbian oe each other was easy 

tions, 1972, $7.95. lovemaking. “There is nothing |!" (ue Deginning. 
Lesbian/Woman is a portrait Of mysterious or magic about lesbian | Thoughts didn t get in our way; 

lesbian life painted with shadows lovemaking (except perhaps for the | Nor memories either. 
of sadness, rainbows of joy, and two people involved).” “The mys- |The futue hung in a net 

pos most vividof all, brilliance tery and magic of jpveriant come | above our heads, 
of hope. from the person with whom you are ; 

It is, at long last, an honest, making love.” ae haga to _ 
well research and documented, in- Through the young lesbian, the | '&S tsappoin ing contents 

depth study of the lesbian woman. Daughters of Bilitis, the “bar over our lives... 

The authors, Del Martin and scene”, employment, etc. we are | Has it been two or three months now? 
Phyllis Lyon, write sensitively shown every facet of lesbian life | Since we haven’t even alluded 
and from personal ae As in LESBIAN/WOMAN. to the change 
the founders of the first lesbian We are encouraged by changing P f A 

organization in the country, the attitudes on homosexuality in the dis La and we pack up our emotions 
Daughters of Bilitis; as lovers Of psychiatric field, Women’s libera- | # little bundles 

nineteen years; and as counselors tion, civil rights groups, and even | to carry away from each other. 
and friends to thousands of sisters, the churches. We take courage |I don’t wander near the lake any more 
they know of what they speak. from statements quoted from mental | thinking of you; 

As the lesbian’s story unfolds, health organizations and psychiat- | ang just last Sunday 
we see, woven like the threads of ric groups, such as the following: someone saw you in the bar 
a tapestry, throughout the book, “homosexuality can no longer h id 

the thought that the lesbian is a be equated with sickness, put may | “Here poe said you pened go. 

person first, a woman second, and be properly considered as a pref- | It won’t be long now 

a lesbian only third. erence, orientation or propensity | before I'll be seeing you off 
We are shown tne role playing —_for a certain life style.” on the train back to Toronto 

“butch” and “femme” and how to- “homosexuality does not con- 
day’s lesbian rejects this mimicry stitute a specific mental or emo- Jai Brett 
of heterosexual roles. We are, tional illness.” = —. 
after all, women who love other “homosexuality appears to be PO! 

eel fa as deeply motivated as normal oi » 
S the lesbian comes to accept —_ heterosexual behavior.” ae. 

herself in the various roles she is It is the author’s hope that les- oe ALLL - 
forced to play in our society, she bians become angry, for “the ex- a? 
is drawn to the feminist movement. pression of hostility, of righteous « \ 

Here re must play a part if aoe indignation, was a stepping stone 2 j 
en’s liberation is to succeed. For i J from martyrdom and self pity to \ 
it cannot and will not succeed as solf ae, and self accept- x. ZO, ye 4 

long as women oppress other wom- ance is a stepping stone to libera- } 
en. For one to be free, all must be tion. In this vein, today's homo- Ny F 

free. i i i iy 4 phile community, self accepting, 4 - ‘i 
The saddened shadows of les- = want equal rights and full citizen- 4 oF 

bianism come from the danger of ship and they want it now! La 
her very existence; that her simply Yes, “Gay is Good” proclaim \ 2 
being a lesbian endangers her job, the authors, and their story is 3 
her family and her reputation. For every lesbian's story. A_ story 

in the eyes of the church she is @ that is for everyone interested in a 
sinner, of society — a criminal, knowing the truth about lesbianism. A < 
and of psychiatry — mentally ill. Read and believe that our day 7 

The lesbian mother is an exam- will come. For: “a 
ple of society’s cruelty to the ho- “The Great Society can only be /] 
mosexual. She is faced with the as great as its people, and the Raymond Radiguet by Jean Cocteau 
choice of denying her nature or be- people can only be as great as
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subject of undercover vice officers Any such skill is acquired in the 
POLICE in bars, he stated that undercover same manner any person might 

vice officers in bars do not make learn: by reading, or by general 
1 the “first move” . . . ordinarily. social experience. He also denied 

- from pg. Any cases of vice squad officers that young and attractive officers 
pervert their power. If | were to arresting homosexuals for solici- are specifically sought for duty on 
hold such an opinion | would be tation involve the homosexual as the vice squad in an entrapment 

guilty of the same blind prejudice | ‘he “aggressor”. The only “ap- procedure. 
that afflicts many policemen. How-  Proach” made by the officer is by Concerning the danger of sexual 
ever, | do feel that incidents of being there. It is my Opinion that assault in jail, Captain Davis said 
police perversion are at an intol- these statements will bring a cer- that since prisoners in the Milwau- 
erable level. tain amount of sardonic laughter kee jail are segregated one to a 

The police forces of many cities in the gay community. cell, there is no danger of sexual 

in our country are currently facing The point about harassment was assault. There is no standard pro- 
many internal problems: misplaced re-emphasized later in the inter- cedure to deal with rapist or vic- 
priorities, the selective enforce- | view. Captain Davis said that tim in the jail since assault does 
ment of archaic laws against cer- there is no harassment, just strict not occur. Perhaps |’m wrong, but 
tain groups (particularly blacks law enforcement. Homosexuals | seem to remember reading in the 
and gays), and the use of the ta- are not “singled out”. No more Papers of actions being brought by 
boos and prejudices of society by attention is paid to homosexuals prisoners who state that they have 
police to intimidate individuals | than to any other group which in- been sexually assaulted while in 
are only a few. These problems cludes law breakers. Homosexuals the jail. 
must be dealt with by the police in have the same rights all citizens When asked just who set the 
a spirit of co-operation with the do. He went further . . . Homo- policies of the vice squad and who 

community if the quality of police sexuals are treated in the same controlled its actions, Captain 

work in many cities is to be raised manner as any other citizens; there Davis stated flatly, “Chief Brier 
to an acceptable level. is no special or unusual treatment is the vice squad.” 

Just how good is the police of homosexuals. He then turned to one of the 

force in Milwaukee? To what ex- The charges of “Lewd and Las- interviewers and asked if he was 
tent do the perversions of police civious Conduct” and “Disorderly from Milwaukee originally. When 
power so notorious in other cities Conduct” often used against gays assured that the interviewer was a 

affect our police force? The inter- | were also discussed in an attempt “native Milwaukeean”, the Captain 
views with Mr. Bowen and Captain to find out just what constitutes a explained that he had asked be- 
Davis should shed some light on violation of these laws. cause most of the questions seemed 
these questions, at least revealing According to Davis, for a charge to deal with the practices of the 
the standing policies of the police | of lewd and lascivious conduct to police in other cities, not Milwau- 
force and the vice squad. be brought, a direct sexual activity kee. 

Because of its importance, this must be witnessed. This would By T. P. Q. 

article will concentrate on the in- include such actions as masturba- (To be Continued) 
terview with Captain Davis of the tion, genital exposure, or actual pe a 
vice squad and the next article penetration. URS 
will deal with the interview with Charges of disorderly conduct SEES 
Mr. Bowen. usually stem from activities wit- 

. According to Captain Davis nessed by vice officers in such 2 

there is “really no harassment of | Places as public washrooms or CYD & 
gays in Milwaukee.” Some police parks and frequently involve such 

actions that occur are considered actions as masturbation. It was MEET NEW GAY ERIENDS 
; ia Our NATIONWIDE Services 

by some gays as harassment, but emphasized that “95% of all arrests Eliminate Cruising! 
no true harassment occurs. Here made under this charge are made INTROGUCHONS Malt 
it seemed that Captain Davis might in public places such as wash or TELEPHONE! 
have been referring to such actions rooms or parks. Such actions as GSF ... Since 1968 

as two uniformed policemen walk- holding hands in public are not Beskboce ee ees 
ing through a gay bar. Most gay sufficient in themselves for a GSF Organization Dept.-GPU 
people would agree that such po- charge of disorderly conduct. How- RoE Arak ceaes 
lice action does not constitute ever, such a charge could be made Yes, I'm interested in learning more ; about the GSF Organization and how | can 
harassment. Captain Davis stated if the action spurs others to acts expand my social life. | enclose $1.00 for 

that he was unaware of any arrests of disorderly conduct. Poroen oe onoes 
having been made in bars on a Captain ‘Davis further stated Cee aac AMOR er 
basis of entrapping a homosexual _ that there is no actual training of ici 
engaged in solicitation. When undercover vice officers to teach <A aay ap es ee 
asked further questions on the them to “pass as homosexuals”. 2ip ——— Phone # _________
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| MAL os l= [. she Canadian Gay Activists Alli- 
{ ADS by INCH | fHere LF 7 eH { ance has been awarded over $9,000 

he | {Psy Se ME lh to research and document the soc- 
Se BE) fA eR ial needs of the gay community in 

A ve ae Plan Sea , Vancouver, B.C. by the Canadian 
Sa ie gg snpeNes {> Department of State. Congratula- Needed: Someone interested in up- Thm TSE Ps Bee AS tions CGAA!! Bon Chance! 

holstering and a tailor to work in So TP RES See j 
leather. “Keep It Together” Uphol- nt ES s ph) é 
Stery, 753 N. 27th Street, 933-8030. | SraRR—E C] There : People who attended the grand 
The very best of luck to Tom at ONES Eset TS opening of the Wreck Room, 226 E. 
“Keep It Together Upholstery”. LUV Patrons of the Neptune Club Erie St., were delighted with the 
PEACE, SEX. Matthew of Glendale will notice that the paved parking lavish food and drinks. If anyone 

(Calif.) lot just % block west is nowlighted has a well preserved hub cap from 
and will have a full time attendant @n unusual auto, they might con- 

Roommate-East side house. 3 to provide security for parked cars. | Sider donating it to the collection 
occupants now. Must supply own This is part of the bar’s attempt to which is well displayed on the 
bedroom furniture, be butch appear- be responsible to the needs of the _—- walls of this cozy bar. 
ing and meet owner of building patrons. ee 

964-3219. whee 

Se a ha vew : ; 
RATES FOR ADS BY THE INCH wo ‘Phitedelphia has pede LOVE from pg..11 
$2.00 per inch for first insertion, eived letters of congratulations | writings about gay life to date. If a 
$1.50 there after. from both the Pennsylvania Gover- | member of a gay group falls in love 
TROUNcCH ON BElIninn anim | for and President Nixon on the | he is often in conflict with the 
UAB E ual co AND granting of their state charter, assumptions of the group because 

according to the Advocate. The | he is abandoning the group forsome- 
Travel with someone you love. letters are legitimate, but there is thing personal. This is the same 

21 sun-filled days in Spain, Portu- some doubt as to whether or not group on which he has become so 
gal, Northern Africa. Departure the Governor and the President dependent for lasting personal re- 
Sept. 14. All expenses, pd. trip really knew what they were lending lationships. In addition to this, 
New York, only $849. Call 383- their names to. many homosexuals still possess the 
0710 for brochure. ess medieval misconception that since 

TL ae eee ee ec 2 sisi homosexuality is neither real nor 
Brown's Shoe Repair United Airlines has a new ad- 

“Work expertly done" vertising slogan: “Your Land Is | tot'be ‘real or natural. For theses 1724 E. Hartford Ave. 964-7733 Our Land”. It sounds good to hear , flextandean thane: 
PARR eh Ra somebody telling it like it is. ee Ge ie ny ect odan et Ae ee 

Not a sex ad — just a way for all ae cause of guilt. Stemming from this 
lonely gay boys and girls in all : familiar guilt is the old fear in 
areas to write each other. Ads According to the Columbus Gay establishing lasting personal re- 
Placed free if under 21. Monthly Activists, two women are to be | lationships. These people ignore 
rates. Send stamp for info. to married September 2 on the campus | the fear of lonliness, become de- 
National Chicken Hawk, Box 337/G | °f Ohio State University. The | pendent on their group for security, Milliken, Colorado 80543 women are Marlene Zehetmain and and throw themselves wholeheartedly 
Fe me nl Charlotte Brown. into. promiscuous activity. Some 
CALEN DAR eee. people oe ready for love. Some are 

MONDAYS - 8:00 P.M. * Three members of G.P.U. at- Fe eh Canam : 
ings at baie Dente coke tended a voter registration con- bern a batt hgh Aah 
911 East Ogden. t clave at the center for Chicago Gay peseithls pe; DUCA one Wennust 

; Alliance. G.P.U; found the sés- admit that there are no differences 
SATURDAYS - 5:30 P.M. Vespers at et ; : between homosexual and hetrosexual St. Nicholas Orthodox Parish, 1155 sion informative despite the* ab- fevonarialret inate thoroudh ‘ 
Noah otet'sirest : sence of One, Inc. and Mattachine. aN rough sieeog 

It was learned that a proposal will nition of self would not solve. In 
SUNDAYS - 1:00 P.M. Worship Ser- come before the next meeting of examining ourselves openly and 
vice of Metropolitan Community the National Coalition of Gay Or- UA eS le ao eto ing 
Church, Prince of Peace Parish at | ganizations urging a national | ‘oday. we must realize the serious 
corer of 21st and Highland Streets “camp in”, possibly in Colorado ee ee ee 
Goon ae” P.M. Mass at St. Lo ee aul ee depends upon our attitudes towards 

i | ourselves. =
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